Introduction

There are two primary information collection requests (ICRs) that define the performance reporting requirements for DOL workforce programs that report in the Workforce Integrated Performance System (WIPS). These two ICRs are approved under OMB Control nos. 1205-0526 and 1205-0521, and are referred to here as the “Joint ICR” (OMB Control no. 1205-0526) and the “DOL-only ICR” (OMB Control no. 1205-0521). Each document approved under these ICRs is summarized below, and there is also a hyperlink to the webpage where the documents can be found.

Joint ICR (OMB Control no. 1205-0526) documents

**ANNUAL REPORT (ETA-9189)**

Template for WIOA Annual Performance Reports. The report includes all of the elements and disaggregations required by WIOA section 116, as well as: breakout reports for Measurable Skill Gains, Effectiveness in Serving Employers, and the specification for all of the elements in the report.

**JOINT PIRL (ETA-9170)**

Record layout that establishes common definitions across the WIOA core programs operated by the Department of Labor and Department of Education. The elements in this layout are incorporated into the DOL-only PIRL (ETA-9172) and are reported as a subset of the DOL-only PIRL.

**ETP PERFORMANCE REPORT (ETA-9171)**

Reporting layout that defines what information states must report to DOL on each of the training providers that are on the state’s eligible training provider (ETP) list.

**EFFECTIVENESS IN SERVING EMPLOYER SPECIFICATIONS**

This resource establishes definitions for the two pilot approaches to measuring effectiveness in serving employers that do not rely on elements in the PIRL.
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DOL-only ICR Documents

**DOL-ONLY PIRL: PY 2018, PY 2020, PY 2021**

Record layout that is used to report to DOL in the Workforce Integrated Performance System (WIPS) on the performance of workforce programs. Some programs are currently allowed to choose between these three versions, other programs will be required to transition to PY 2021 version starting with the PY 2021 Q1 reports. See red-lined version on this page for the changes that were made in the Amended “PY 2021” version of the PIRL.

**(STANDARD) QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE REPORT (QPR) (ETA-9173)**

QPR that is used primarily by programs with state grantees, including WIOA titles I and III, JVSG, and TAA.

**APPRENTICESHIP QPR**

This template includes QPRs for both Adult and Youth Apprenticeship grantees.

**NATIONAL DISLOCATED WORKER GRANTS (DWG) QPR**

QPR used by the DWG program.

**H-1B QPR**

QPR used by the H-1B grants.

**INDIAN AND NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAM (INA) QPR**

QPR for the INA program.

**JOB CORPS QPR**

QPR used by the Job Corps program.

**NATIONAL FARMWORKER JOBS PROGRAM (NFJP) QPR**

QPR used by the NFJP program.

**SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM (SCSEP) QPR**

QPR used by the SCSEP program.

**YOUTHBUILD QPR**

QPR used by the YouthBuild program.

**PAY FOR PERFORMANCE REPORT (ETA-9174)**

Template that grantees must use to report any pay-for-performance contract strategies in use.